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If you've just got your new Instant Pot Ultra Multi Cooker, but don't know what to do next, this Instant Pot Ultra Manual is going to help you get started. It gives you instructions on different parts of Ultra 10 in 1 and also instructions on how to complete the water test (initial test run). The introduction I've owned my instant pot duo 6-Quart Multi Cooker for about
a year. Before that, I used a stove-top pressure cooker for many years. Growing up in an Indian house, the sound of the pressure cooker in the kitchen, with its hissing and anger and loud noises, was a regular part of my day. When my kids were younger, I warned them when I was getting ready to use the pressure cooker and they would run out of the
kitchen! Well, times have changed. Instant Pot is not your mother's pressure cooker. It is safe, easy, calm, and can be left unattended alone. What a change that was for me! Although I've loved my instant pot pair, I was very intriguing in 1 multi-cooker from this new Instant Pot 10. Instant Pot Ultra definitely lives up to its name and I love it. Since I was already
using an Instant Pot Duo (6 Quart), I've got an infection in instant pot Ultra 6 QT 10-in-1. But if this was my first instant pot, I can see how much it would be too heavy, with even more functions and features than Instant Pot Duo. Soon after I got my instant pot pair last year, I wrote a moment the pot pair started early on the start manual which gives detailed
instructions on how to use the instant pot. I love getting comments and emails because of people who find it useful, especially because of their step-by-step instructions and photos. So I wanted to do the same type of instruction manual for instant pot ultra 60. If you've just received your Instant Pot Ultra, and have no idea what to do next, you've come to the
right place. I'm going to instruct you about using this Instant Pot 10 in 1 for the first time. This instruction guide assumes that you have no prior experience with Instant Pot. We will go on to collect parts, important features, how to collect instant pot ultra and we will do initial test runs (what is also referred to as 'water testing'). There are many new/different
features on Instant Pot Ultra, but I'm not going to detail them here. For example: Instant pot ultra sous through cooking function. Egg settings allow you a quick one-touch way to cook eggs. Instant Pot Ultra allows you to adjust cooking settings while cooking is underway. Instant Pot Ultra setting allows you to customize the temperature and pressure levels. I'll
give you enough instructions to get started and have been comfortable making your first recipe in Instant Pot Ultra 10-in-1. You have all the characteristics of different models Read about In this guide the instant pot I put together on which to buy instant pot.  If you need even more information, please visit the Instant Pot website. If you think you need to get
special Instant Pot Ultra Recipes or Instant Pot Ultra Cookbook, you'll be happy to hear that you don't need to do that – all instant pot recipes can't easily be altered in Ultra. The only difference is how to operate Ultra (what button to press, how to pressure natural release, how to pressure quick-release, etc.), which you are going to learn here. Below this
article is a chart that shows you some differences between ultra and duo models. Update: I now own both ultra 6 qt (Ultra 60) and Ultra 8 QT (Ultra 80). Note: All my recipes include step-by-step photos and instructions for ultra models. Here are some instant pot articles that can be helpful to you if you are getting started: - Reason instant pot is not sealing -
Instant pot tips and frequently asked-common instant pot proms - How to use instant pot duo - Beginners Manual - Instant Pot Duo EOI Plus Beginner's Manual and Quick Start Guide - Instant Pot Duo Plus Advanced User Guide What is Instant Pot? Sometimes incorrectly referred to as Instapot, instant pot has become so popular in recent years that instant
pot is being used by some as a general name for any brand pressure cooker. In fact, Instant Pot is the brand name of a multicoaker that serves as a pressure cooker, slow cooker, rice cooker, yogurt maker, saut/searing pan, steamer and warming pot all in one convenient tool. Instant Pot Company (Instant Brands) started with a product - Instant Pot
Multicoker - and now makes a wide range of kitchen appliances, including air fryer, blender and toaster ovens. Although instant pot pressure multicoaker has many different functions, the most used pressure is the cook function. Pressure cooking allows you to cook foods at a fraction of the time it will take in a pan or in an oven. Although I've used a stovetop
pressure cooker for decades, I very much prefer the instant pot for three main reasons: No babysitter itIt's loudly needed not like my old pressure cookerIt's versatile how does pressure cooking work? Pressure cookers create a closed environment where steam builds in tightly sealed pots. This in turn causes the internal temperature to rise and the pressure
increases. Under high pressure, fiber in food is tender and flavors develop in a very short time. Nutrient-rich steam is condensed into a pot instead of evaporation and nutritional value is maintained due to cooking speed. Safe to use instant pot? According to instant pot safety details, most pressure cooker disasters in the past can be attributed to user error.
Instant pot pressure Most of these potential problems are carefully designed to eliminate and avoid.  There are a lot of security features that help reduce common errors. Security features include pressure sensor technology, lid close detection, lid lock technology, overheat protection and automatic temperature and pressure control. Bottom line: Instant pot is
very safe to use! Safety precautions Although there are many built-in safety features explained above, as a user you need to follow common sense precautions: do not touch hot surfaces, especially stainless steel parts. Use the handle to move the pot immediately and use gloves to remove the internal pot. Don't place instant pot on or close to an electric or
gas burner. Do not move the instant pot when it is under pressure. 2/3 Don't fill more than the full. When cooking foods that extend such as rice, beans, and pasta fill no more than 1/2 full. Sealing ring, anti-block shield, float valve, and steam release pipe are clean and not filled. Do not open the lid until the float valve is down, i.e., the instant pot does not come
under pressure. Keep hands and face away from steam release mechanism. Do not disturb the steam release mechanism when the pressure is issued. Be extra careful when leaving frothy foods such as sebasos, oatmeal, pasta, etc. It is best to release pressure to have short bursts for these types of foods. Do not use the lid of a different instant pot model
on your model. Do not use lids when using the soft program. It is okay to use tempered glass lid with a venting hole sold separately. If you want more technical and detailed information about Instant Pot, you can also visit the Instant Pot website.   In this post, I'm just going on the basics of how to use instant pot: assembling the instant pot and doing water
testing.  I'm leaving you and will make you comfortable enough to explore its features! Buy Ultra on Amazon! The first thing you need to do: Open the box! I know that many people order the pot immediately, and then it has to sit around for months because they feel horrified using it. If you've been reluctant to take instant pot ultra out of your box, know you're
not alone.  So don't wait another minute!  Open the box and remove the instant pot and its parts.  We're going to do it together, it'll be a breeze! Take everything out of the box and discard the packaging. If the lid is on the base unit, open the lid by folding the counter-clockwise. Instant Pot Parts and Accessories Instant Pot comes with the following main parts
and accessories: Base Unit/Base Unit Inner Pot - removable stainless steel pot which is also stove-friendly, so you can use it on your stovetop as you will do a regular pot. It can be washed Or by hand. Lid - immediately closes the pot and seals it under pressure. The lid can be washed by hand in the top rack of dishwashers or with soap and water. Power
Cord - 3-prong detachable power cord plugged behind instant pot duo. (Note: Some models have electrical wire attached.) condensation collector - catches drip from condensation on the lid; Returns on the back of the base unit. The dishwasher can be washed in the rack or by hand. Silicone sealing ring - makes a tight seal between the lid and the base unit
for instant pot ultra to create pressure. Accessories - steam racks/trivates, pots, rice measuring cups. Trivate is useful for elevating food to pot over liquid and in pot cooking. (Note: Some models do not come with spoons and measuring cups.) Trivate can be washed in a dishwasher or by hand. Instant Pot Instant Pot Lid External Parts Instant Pot Lid Outside
these features are: Steam Release Valve is a safety mechanism that allows to avoid steam and maintain the correct pressure level.  It sits loose on the lid and can be removed to clean. Float valve is a safety feature that pops up when the instant pot reaches the pressure and the lid lock mechanism is attached so the pot cannot be opened immediately. The
Steam Release (Reset) button (also known as the pressure release button) allows you to manually release the pressure from Instant Pot Ultra.  Press down to release the pressure manually, and turn on the counter-clockwise to prevent the pressure from being released.   The Steam Release Reset button automatically pops up when instant pot ultra lid is
opened or closed. Steam release parts consists of steam release: steam release valve - controls internal temperature. It's supposed to be wobbly, but should be pushed all the way. Steam release pipe - Steam travels steam from the internal pot through the pipe during steam release. Instant pot lid interior parts these parts inside the lid sometimes need to be
thoroughly cleaned, especially when you cook frothy foods such as pasta or rice.  So it's good to know how to remove and replace them: the sealing ring is made of silicone and it seals the lid tightly, and it prevents steam from avoiding instant pot ultras during cooking, which allows it to reach the pressure.  The sealing ring can retain the smell, so I suggest
you buy a second sealing ring if you're going to make desserts in Instant Pot Ultra. Float Valve is a safety feature that pops up when instant pot ultra pressures reach.  It encloses the locking mechanism of the lid so that the instant pot cannot be opened. Anti-block shield prevents food particles from interfering with steam release valves, especially when
baking frothy foods such as pasta or cereals. Sealing ring silicone sealing ring should be washed Each use. I wash it in the top rack of the dishwasher. You can also wash it with soap and water. How to remove sealing ring sits in the sealing ring in the sealing ring rack and can be extracted for cleaning.   To remove the sealing ring: Drag it over the sealing ring
and gently make it out of the sealing ring rack. Don't pull over it with too much force, or it can be extended. How to change the sealing ring to replace the sealing ring, return it to the sealing ring rack. Push it back, a little at a time until it is sitting safely in the sealing ring rack. You'll know that it's sitting properly if you can turn/turn out to be able to do it.  If you
don't put it back correctly, the instant pot won't be sealed and your food won't cook and you'll probably get the food burn/burn the message. At first sometime, you may find it difficult to remove the sealing ring, but after some uses, it should stretch a bit. Float valve float valves need to be cleaned periodically, especially after cooking frothy or starchy foods. I
use a bottle brush to clean the float valve opening. How to remove float valve: Drag on the silicone cover of the float valve. Both parts of the float valve (metal part and silicone cover) can be removed. Be careful not to misconstrue the silicon cap. How to replace float valve: Re-insert the metal portion of the float valve into the slot from outside the lid. While
holding part of the metal in place, replace the silicone cover inside the lid. Float valve position there are some models such as Duo, where the lid is below the level when the float valve is not under pressure and the lid is at the level under pressure. On the ultra, the float valve is at the lid level when the pressure is not and under pressure when the lid is above
the level. The lid cannot be opened when the float valve is in up position (under pressure). Do not try to force the lid to open when the float valve is up. Once the float valve drops, the pressure will be released and it is safe to open the instant pot lid. Anti-block shield anti-block shield should be cleaned periodically, especially after cooking frothy or starchy
foods. Pay special attention to the hole. How to remove and replace anti-block shield: Deleting the cover of anti-block shield can be difficult. Using silicone/rubber trivate or jar opener makes it much easier. Push against anti-block shield in upward motion. To change, push back the cover. Instant pot assembly base unit and inner pot make sure the base unit is
empty and clean. Place stainless steel inner pot in the base unit. Condensation collector condenser catches any moisture that builds on the rim. It usually comes from moisture dripping from inside the lid Rim of instant pot base, when the lid stands open. In my experience, the condensation collector rarely fills up, but I've found that when I cook pasta, in
particular, liquid goes to collect and it can be messy! After every use the condensation collector gets into the habit of checking for liquid. Condensation collector to attach: The condensation collector slides on the back of the instant pot Ultra.It will sit snugly against the base unit. To clean it, slide it, empty it, rinse and slide back into place. Insert the power cord
immediately into the back of the pot and plug the electrical cord into an electrical outlet. The display will be turned on. Open and close the lid on how to close the lid, place the lid on the instant pot base unit and line the arrow on the lid with open (image of open lock with an arrow) on the base unit. The lid lines with clockwise turn until the lid closes at the
arrow base (an image of a locked lock with an arrow). You'll hear a chime (if instant pot is plugged into Ultra). How to open the lid to open the lid, rotate the lid counter-clockwise until the lid is lined with open (image of open lock with an arrow) at the arrow base. You'll hear a chime (if instant pot is plugged into Ultra).  This feature can be closed how opening
the lid to open the lid open lid keeps it out of the way and allows you to use instant pot hands-free. To open the lid, insert the lid fin into the notch in the handle of instant pot ultra. How to release pressure When the instant pot is under ultra pressure, the float valve goes up and the instant pot is sealed.  It cannot be opened.  Don't try to force it to open! When
the instant pot is not under ultra pressure, the float valve goes back down and is level with the lid. Instant pot ultra pressure cooking you can release pressure after you finish.  The recipe you are following will tell you which method to use. In this article, I discuss the two most common pressure release methods: Quick Release (QR) Natural Pressure Release
or Natural Release (NPR or NR). [Find out more about all the different pressure release methods.] How to release (QR) to a quick release of Instant Pot Ultra Pressure (QR), press down on the Steam release button until it locks in place, and Steam starts to come out of the Steam release Valve.Be make sure your hand isn't above the steam release valve
while the pressure is being released. The float valve will go from the top position to the bottom position once the immediate pot is ultra-de-pressure and all steam has been released. Now instant pot ultra spotting is safe. How to Natural Release (NR)/Natural Pressure Release (NPR) To a Quick Pot Natural Release (NPR) Of Instant Pot Ultra Pressure, Wait
for Float Valve Get down on your own. It can take anywhere from 5 minutes to 30 minutes, depending on how much liquid is in the instant pot.  The more liquid is there, the longer it takes for the immediate pot to continue to pressure on its own. If you're in a hurry, you can wait for 15 minutes for instant pot natural release, and then release the remaining
pressure using the early release method. Instant Pot Initial Test Run/Water Test What is water test? Water is tested for a few minutes by pressure cooking water. According to instant pot manual you need to use 3 cups of water, but I have found that using 2 cups of water is enough. The advantage of using 2 cups is that the instant pot takes less time to come
under pressure. Why you should do water testing the initial test run or water test serves two objectives: it familiarizes you with using your new instant pot and it allows you to establish that your instant pot is working properly. If you have a faulty unit, the water test will identify it and you can get a replacement unit. You should test the water before first use but
you can also do so when you are having problems with instant pot pressure. Testing the water will reveal if there is something about the recipe that is causing your sealing issues. How to do the initial test run/water test Colag instant pot attach the power cord to the ultra and plug it into an outlet. Add 2 cups of water to the inner pot.  The instant pot manual
suggests 3 cups, but I've found 2 cups works just fine. You can add more water, but your instant pot will take a little while to get under pressure. Close the lid. If the display is off, press the knob/dial to turn on the display. The option of pressure cook would have been blinking. Press the dial to select the pressure cook option. There will be a box around the
cooking time which is blinking. In my case it is 00:20 i.e. 20 minutes. Your performance may have a different time because it defaults in whatever sets last time after you use the function. Press dial to select cooking time. Now the time will be blinking. Rotate the dial until the time is 00:02 (2 minutes). Press dial to confirm the time. We'll keep the default
settings for pressure level (high), delay start (off), and keep warm mode (on). Press to start press the pressure cooking. The instant pot float valve will go to the position above the bottom position once the instant pot is sealed.  It may take up to 10 minutes for 1 cup of liquid. There will be some hissing and angst, and all sorts of noise is coming from pressure
release valves and float valves while coming under immediate pot pressure.  There's nothing to worry about! You might even notice a plastic-like smell.  This can occur during first use, and should not happen again. With changes on display and will remain on until instant pot Trouble. Note that the graph below the display will show that the pre-heating is
complete. The display will change from 2 minutes (00:02) and will be counted down from 00:02 to 00 00 00. Notice that the graph at the bottom tells you the progress of cooking. Once Instant Pot Is In Ultra Keep Warm Mode (as seen at the bottom right of the display), it will start counting from 00 00. A quick release of pressure (QR) or a natural pressure
release (NPR) is described above in the section about how to release pressure. Press Cancel.Instant Pot pot. Be careful and keep your hands and face away from steam. Give open support to the lid. The initial test run is now complete! What to do if the water test fails and you are not able to pressure the instant pot, use the following articles to address this
issue: If you still can't solve your problem, open a support ticket with instant pot. Instant Pot Duo vs Ultra If you're an Instant Pot Duo user, here are the most important differences between Instant Pot Ultra vs Instant Pot Duo that you need to know as the beginning: Instant Pot Duo Instant Pot Ultra Function Selection There are different buttons for each
cooking task. Use the knob/dial to toggle between tasks and select options. Pressure and steam release steam release moves between sealing and venting positions. The steam release handle has to be manually moved to the sealing position when the instant pot is closed. The steam release button is pushed down to lock in venting mode and the counter-
clockwise is changed to seal again. The steam release button is automatically reset to the sealing position when the lid is opened or closed. Float Valveon is some duo model, at the level of float valve lid when instant pot duo is sealed and below the level of lid when it is not sealed. The float valve is above the level of the lid when the instant pot is ultra sealed
and the lid level is not when it is sealed. Start when a cooking function (such as pressure cook) is selected and programmed, the cooking starts automatically after a few seconds. When a cooking function (e.g. pressure cook) is selected and programmed, the start button should be pressed to start cooking. The first recipes now to try that you've completed the
initial test run/run. Instant pot rice or instant pot hard boiled eggs will be a great choice for your first attempt. Whatever recipe you choose first, I strongly recommend that you follow the recipe exactly the first few times - the ingredients do not substitute and do not change the volume. Once you are more comfortable with cooking in your Instant Pot Ultra, you
can modify the recipes to suit your needs. If you're looking for instant pot ultra recipes, my recipes written with step by step Of ultra.  Even if you don't want to make a recipe, looking at step-by-step photos and instructions can help you when you're making another recipe. If you found this article helpful, share it on social media using the social media share
button at the top and bottom of this post. Thank you very much! Related Article Articles
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